1 Introduction Model 1. Consider the complete graph K n , with vertex set n] = f1;2;:::;ng, in which each edge e is assigned a length X e . Colour the k shortest edges incident with each vertex green and the remaining edges blue. The graph made up of the green edges only, will be referred to as the k-th nearest neighbour graph. This graph has been studied in a variety of contexts both computational and statistical. We consider here a simple probabilistic model in which the X e are independent uniform 0,1] random variables. We call this random model O k .
We remark that choosing the uniform distribution here is no restriction. The distribution of the order statistics of independent identically distributed random variables from any distribution without atoms is equivalent (by a simple transformation) to the distribution of the order statistics in the uniform case.
O k is interesting to us because it arises naturally and also because it induces more severe edge dependence than the standard random graph models G n;p and G n;m . Aspects of O 1 have been studied (for example) by Holst 5] and Newman, Rinott and Tversky 7] . Our main results will be on the connectivity of these graphs, but rst we will describe an equivalent but more combinatorial version of the model. Model 2. Given the outcomes fX e : e 2 E(K n )g we a.s. obtain a random permutation e i ; i = 1; : : : ; N = n 2 of E(K n ) where X e i < X e i+1 ; 1 i < N. We now de ne another graph by the following process: let E m = fe 1 ; e 2 ; : : :e m g and G m be the random In the following proofs of these theorems, inequalities are only claimed for su ciently large n. for any 0 1. We refer to the above inequalities as Cherno bounds.
We now consider the case k = 2 and concentrate on O 2 as de ned by Model 2.
Given edges e i ; e j 2 E m , we say e i < e j if i < j. We extend this notation to sets of edges by saying that S < T if e 2 S; f 2 T implies e < f. Similarly, from Model 1, and for any 0 p 1 we de ne E p = fe : X e pg and G p = ( n]; E p ).
Thus G p has the same distribution as the familiar random graph G n;p .
It is well-known (see for example 2]), that whp G n;p has minimal degree 2 for p = (ln n + ln ln n+!)=n, whenever ! = !(n) ! 1. Therefore whp e i is blue for all i n(ln n+lnln n+ Let G(s;`;t) denote the set of connected graphs with vertex set S, of size s, t edges and vertices of degree one, except that when s 20e 100 ln n we do not include trees (see the statement of Theorem 5). We are especially interested in the case where t (1 + )s and` s: (1) We prove the following gap theorem for the component structure of ? = ? p . We use it much as in the proof by Erd} os and R enyi 3] of the existence of a unique giant component in a sparse random graph. 
Now let D denote the event that some set S satis es (b) or (c Pr(E 2 (S) j E 1 (S); G p (S) G) e ?c! 1=4 s : Now let E 4 (S) = fN(S) contains at most s=100 edges g:
Pr(E 4 (S) j G p (S) G) e ?c!s : (7), (8) Most vertices of degree two in G have both neighbours of degree two and so for each G 2 G(s;`;t), we de ne a xed set B = B(G) V (P) as the set of vertices of degree 2 in P. (ii) each vertex in each N v has at most (1 + )! G p -neighbours in S n N(S).
For v 2 S, let A(v) be the set of fvg:S edges of G p joining v to N(v). We now consider events A P ; B P , which are de ned as follows.
(i) A P = T P2P A P , where A P = fA(x i ) e i for 1 i r(P)g. (ii) For x 2 B 2 (G) let A x A(x) be the set of d9!=10e edges joining x to N x . For xy 2 A x let M y be the set of at most (1 + )! G p -edges joining y to S n N(S). 
We now need an estimate of the size of G(s;`;t). We claim (proof deferred) that jG(s;`;t)j = e o(s) s t e ?s :
(18) Then from (10), (13) and (17), Pr(A(G;S)) provided we assume s 20e 100 ln n when t = s ? 1, as in the statement of the theorem.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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We now continue the process described in Model 2, adding edges until a subgraph of minimum degree two has been obtained. We note that whp G p and hence ? p contains 0 n 1=4 isolated vertices (set V 0 , say) and 1 3 4 n 1=4 ln n vertices of degree one (set V 1 , say). Each of these vertices obtains at least 1 or 2 random green edges when the process reaches minimum degree 2.
Consider any green components of size at least n 15=16 in ? p . Let them be C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : . Consider (there are few short cycles in G p whp). Thus whp jCj n ? n 1=3 .
Consider nally the components induced by the vertices in (a), (b) and (c) above and the vertices from V 1 that they contain. C was de ned independently of the subsequent green edges that are incident with V 1 . Thus the probability that there is a v 2 V 1 whose second green edge is not incident with C is O(jV 1 jn ?2=3 ) = o(1) and so whp O 2 only has a giant component K plus (perhaps) some cyclic components of size at most n 0 . A more precise bound on the size of these components is derived in Section 5.
Deferred proofs.
Proof of (2) Proof of (9): We now consider the event B P , which requires that at least one of the (at most) ( e ?100 ) ;
The above inequality is true for any l(B 2 ) for which C occurs so that Pr(B P j C;A P ; E 5 ; F) e ? s :
Proof of (16) We have shown in Section 3 that whp either O 2 is connected or consists of a giant component and some cyclic components of size at most n 0 = p log n. We now show that the expected number of cyclic components of size at least s tends to zero as s tends to in nity, and that the number of cyclic components of constant size is asymptotically Poisson with constant parameter. Thus whp the size of the giant component is at least n?!(n) for any !(n) ! 1.
Working with Model 1, we rst establish some sharp inequalities for the number of second order statistic edges which fall in the interval 0; y]. Let k = k (y) be the event that there are exactly k out of n 2 edges whose length is in 0; y], and let be the union of these events. Thus is the entire sample space for Model 1. In either case, any edge with length at most y, has length distributed as U 0; y]. Let X be some random variable on with expectation E(X), and let E k (X) be the expectation of X conditional on k .
Lemma 1 For 0 < < 1 let 
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Now given ! 2 , let V y (!) be the set of vertices v whose second order statistic edge length x (2)v , is at most y. Let N(y) = jV y j and S(y) = P v2Vy x (2)v ; thus N(y) and S(y) are the number of such vertices and the total length of their second order statistic edges respectively. We adopt the convention that the parameter y is omitted from the random variable if no confusion arises from this omission. We nd that E(N(y)) = n 1 ? (1 ? y) n?2 (1 + (n ? 2)y) ; 
The probability density function for the length, z, of the second order statistic edge at a vertex is given by g(z) = (n ? 1)(n ? 2) Lemma 2 Let y 0 = y = n ?3=2 ; y 1 = 3 log n=n; 2 = 3 log 4 n=(n(n ? 1)y), (N(y)) = 4n(log 2 n) p y, and (S(y)) = 6n(log 2 n)y p y. 
(ii) Let y = i y; i = 1; 2; :::; d3 p n(log n)e; and z 2 y; y + y], then whp, E(X(z)) ? 2 (X(y)) X(z) E(X(z)) + 2 (X(y)):
Proof: Now, max l2V nK E l (N) n. Also max l2K jE l (N) ? E k (N)j jKj as we are adding at most jKj edges going from k to l ; (k < l). Thus (N) jKj + n n log 2 n p 3y(1 + o (1)), and the result follows from (21). We note that similar approximations can be made for S.
(ii) If X = N; S then both X(z) and E(X(z)) are monotone nondecreasing for z 2 0; 1]. Thus for any z 2 y; y + y], we have from part (i) whp that E(X(y)) ? (X(y)) X(z) E(X(y + y)) + (X(y + y)):
Setting X = N and using a Taylor series expansion of E(N(y + y)) we see that E(N(y)) E(N(z)) E(N(y)) + (n) 3 y (1 ? ) n?3 ]; 2 (y; y + y):
The nal term is less than (N(y)) for all y in the range. A similar proof holds for S. 2
Let M = f1;2;:::;mg, and C = 12:::m1 be the cycle with edges e 1 = f1;2g;e 2 = f2;3g;:::;e m = fm;1g
of lengths x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x m respectively, where x 1 x 2 x m . We shall call this the natural ordering = (e 1 ; e 2 ; :::; e m ) of the edges of C induced by x 1 x 2 x m . As before, let n 0 = p log n, and let m n 0 be a xed natural number. Let E be the event (i) C is a cyclic component of O 2 with the natural ordering , where the edge lengths satisfy x 1 x 2 x m y 1 = (3 log n)=n,
(ii) jX(y) ? E(X(y))j (X(y)) for y y 1 ; X = N; S as in Lemma 2.
The conditional probability density function g(x 1 ; :::; x m ) for the edge lengths (x 1 ; :::; x m ) of C given the event E is well de ned and corresponds to a function f(x 1 ; :::; x m ) = g(x 1 ; :::; x m )Pr(E ):
We will call f(x 1 ; :::; x m ) the incomplete probability density function (ipdf) of E . 
as we require that x 1 x 2 ::: x m and thus the probability that an edge fj;ig; k < i ? 1 is longer than x i is 1 ? x i . For the values given by E we have that = 1 ? O(m 2 log n=n).
We now estimate the probability that O 
Now, whp E(S(y 1 )) = E(S(1)) which is 2 + O( 1 ) and Pr jS(y 1 ) ? E(S(y 1 ))j > log 3 = p = O( ? log 
The result follows from (26), (27) and (30). o(log 3 n=n) ). This generalizes to E(W) r = E r (W)(1 + o(log r+1 n=n)) which gives the required convergence. 
Proof:
We have already shown that, asymptotically
Consider adding the edges e (i) to the cycle C in order of increasing length. The variable j i counts the number of vertices whose degree becomes 2 on addition of the edge e (i) .
We now claim that, asymptotically 
An induction based on successive rearrangements of this form gives the required inequalities.
We now give some bounds for , the parameter of the Poisson distribution for the asymptotic number of cyclic components. Lemma 6 0:004152 0:009228
Lower bound. We remark that for cycles of very short length, the di erent possible orderings of the edges can be represented explicitly and the Poisson parameters obtained by direct integration. In particular, for cycles of length 3, all cycles can be relabelled to have the natural ordering. Thus, from (31) and (33) There is no component of size s between c k ln n and n 1 which has fewer than s vertices of degree 1. One hardly notices the e ect of edges incident with T 0 in the calculations relating to the event E 5 of Theorem 5, where now S:S denotes the set of edges from S to n] n (S T 0 ). We now extend our de nition of B 2 , (refer to the paragraph of equation (12)), to require not only that these neighbour vertices are independent, but also have no edge to T 0 in G p . Continuing the analysis following the proof of Theorem 5 in Section 3, we obtain a subgraph of O k of minimum degree 2, induced by G q , where q = (log n + log log n + !)=n, which we will denote by O k G q ]. With probability 1 ? o(n ?k ), O k G q ] ? T 0 is (a) connected, or (b) contains one giant component K of size at least n ?n 1=3 plus small components of size at most c k ln n.
We must consider Case (b). These small components are either (See (2) for a similar calculation.) Substituting a s for a and simplifying yields the result. 2 
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